Singapore Youth Festival 2018 Celebrations

Logo Design Contest
In the Singapore Youth Festival (SYF) 2018 Celebrations Logo Design Contest, Wong Cze Wei Zovy (3E3) emerged as the overall winner out of 650 entries from primary schools, secondary schools, junior colleges and special education schools. Zovy’s logo was featured in the SYF 2018 collaterals and showcased on online platforms. Her win was also reported in IN, a weekly publication by The Straits Times for students.

Zovy created a logo inspired by a gliding paper plane with a reflection of a flying bird upon the surface of water. The paper plane represents vision, while the bird represents realisation. Her logo is a reflection of her personal journey in her pursuit of passion and interest in the arts, which requires thorough planning and hard work.

Art Exhibition
Lim En Teng (3E1), Shamin Binti Kamsani (2E4), Yeo Hui Si Felicia (2N6) and Deeley Luke Stuart (2N6) had their artworks displayed at the SYF 2018 Art Exhibition. Their artworks were out of the 115 selected for the exhibition, which was officially launched by the Second Minister for Education, Ms Indranee Rajah.

In addition, En Teng's artwork was awarded Special Mention by the panel of curators. She was invited to present her artwork and share her artistic processes at one of the fringe activities, where she also guided participants to construct unique wearable art pieces from ring tabs.
Enhanced Art Programme

The Secondary Three Enhanced Art Programme students completed a seven-week filmmaking workshop during which they were introduced to the filmmaking process, namely planning, directing, shooting and editing.

They worked on the theme *Unsung Heroes* and featured the school’s canteen vendors in their documentary film. They interviewed, observed and learned about the daily routines of the vendors, and explored angles to present their stories through a digital medium.

Applied Learning Programme

The Secondary One students embarked on their Applied Learning Programme journey in visual communication by participating in a basic photography workshop during their Art lessons. During these hands-on sessions, they learned composition techniques and how to manipulate the various settings on their cameras to capture the best photographs.

Leveraging on *Community of Pathfinders in Action*, a community resource network set up by the Ministry of Education, the school invited pathfinder and alumnus, Mr Melvyn Goh, to conduct workshops to share his experiences as a producer and editor. The students also tapped on his expertise and understood more about creating and editing short promotional videos. Many of the students found the workshops enriching and savoured the opportunity to learn from an expert in the growing creative industry.

Learning for Life Programme

As part of the Learning for Life Programme, the Student Councillors hosted and trained 75 student leaders from five primary schools on time management and conflict resolution. It was a good opportunity for the Student Councillors to develop the leadership competencies of their juniors, who in turn enjoyed learning more about New Town Secondary School.

In addition, 36 Secondary Three and Four Co-Curricular Activities (CCA) Leaders came together for the CCA Leaders’ Bonding Day. The CCA Leaders planned and conducted team-building activities for their peers which built esprit de corps. The event was also a great chance for the leaders to hone their organisational skills for the upcoming Past vs Present Games in October 2018.
Sports Carnival

The Sports Carnival set the stage for Newtowners to showcase some of the skills they have learned during their Physical Education (PE) lessons. This annual event organised by the PE Department saw an impressive participation rate from students from all levels to compete for the Championship title. Each competition day was made extra special by the exhilarating atmosphere and the enthusiasm shown by the supporters.

More than just an inter-class competition, the Sports Carnival provided the platform for the students to demonstrate values such as sportsmanship, fair play and teamwork. They learned to win humbly and lose graciously. After an intense but spirited competition, 1N5, 2N5, 3N6 and 5N1 emerged as the Champions of the respective levels.

Retail Sales Elective Module

During the June holidays, a total of 20 Secondary Two and Secondary Three students from the Normal Academic classes participated in an enriching Retail Sales Elective Module. Through the four-day experience, the students gained knowledge of retail sales and acquired practical skills needed in completing a sales transaction.

The students immersed in experiential learning through two learning journeys conducted at VivoCity and Marina Bay Sands. At each site, the students recorded their observations of retail outlets and retail sales taking place. Next, the collected data was analysed to deepen their learning. Many participants expressed their desire to pursue a possible career in the retail sales industry, testifying to the impact the elective module had on them.

Secondary Two Educational and Values In Action Trip to Malacca

This is the second year that the school has organised the Secondary Two Educational and Values In Action (VIA) Trip to Malacca during the September holidays. The aim of the trip was to expose Newtowners to different cultures and provide opportunities for them to participate in a VIA activity at an orphanage in Malacca.

The students had a valuable learning experience and this is what they have to say about the trip.

“The trip was enjoyable and engaging. We learned about the history and cultural heritage of Malacca. During the VIA activity, we spread the message about climate change to the children at the orphanage. We also learned the value of respect and teamwork as we interacted with the children.” - Antoine Stephanie Ha-Thanh (2E1)

“The experience was an eye-opener for me. The children at the orphanage were self-reliant, independent and interested to learn new things. The trip has taught me to cherish my family and be receptive of our differences.” - Foo Yong Kai (2E2)

“I enjoyed myself during the trip and felt that a stronger bond was formed amongst my classmates. I learned a lot from the trip, such as being grateful for what I have and not to take things for granted.” - Daniel Joshea Kustantomo (2N5)
16th National Secondary School Chinese Creative Writing Competition

On 6 April 2018, Kong Yiwen (3E2) participated in the 16th National Secondary School Chinese Creative Writing Competition, 新蕾奖. More than 80 secondary schools and about 400 students took part in the competition, but Yiwen did the school proud by clinching the second runner-up position in the Upper Secondary Category.

Yiwen’s essay was published in the local Chinese magazine, 矮号, as well as in the competition’s anthology of essays. Her winning entry, 逆流, which means sailing against the flow, earned praises from the judges for its prominent theme and thought-provoking ending.

Students’ Achievements in Humanities

The Humanities Department offers a rigorous programme to stretch students who demonstrate a passion for the Humanities subjects. The students are mentored by the teachers who guide them in researching on various Humanities topics before they are sent for exposure in external competitions.

It has been a fruitful year as the mentorship has enabled the students to win accolades at the following zonal and national competitions.

Time Capsule Challenge 2018
Gold (Individual Award) – Steven Lim (4E4)
Third Place (Team Award) – Shannon Chew Xuan Ren (4E2), Nur Adilah Bte Mohd Haron (4E4), Yusuf Fatima Binta Lawal (4E4) and Steven Lim (4E4)

NUS Geography Challenge 2018
Gold Medal – Steven Lim (4E4)
Steven was also named one of the top 40 performing individuals out of 492 students.

Design and Technology Awards

The Design and Technology Awards provides a national platform for students to showcase their creativity and innovation in Design and Technology. From the 340 entries submitted by 24 schools, 55 were shortlisted and showcased at the Singapore Science Centre.

The works of Newtowners stood out in the Creative Aesthetics Category, with Haridharsan S/O Elangovan (5N1) and alumnus Muhammad Fahmy Razali (4N5, 2017) duly recognised for marrying function with aesthetics. Haridharsan’s creation D’spize was a spice organiser in the form of a swan carrying a flock of cygnets. Alumnus Fahmy created an artistic knife-holder Fibonarack, which was constructed from an intricate sequence of curves and bends made from acrylic.
Using Contemporary Issues to Deepen Learning in Character and Citizenship Education

The school has embarked on a pilot project with the Character and Citizenship Education (CCE) Branch since May 2018 to facilitate discussions on contemporary issues to deepen learning in CCE.

On 22 June 2018, all the teachers in the school learned facilitation strategies to encourage the sharing of different perspectives in the classroom. After the workshop, the team of seven identified teachers then went on a mentorship journey with CCE Senior Education Officer, Mrs Mohana Eswaran, on how to build engaging lesson packages that centred on contemporary issues and focused on hearing students’ perspectives while building character and citizenry.

The team has benefitted much from Mrs Eswaran’s guidance which included co-construction of lessons and co-teaching. Currently, the team is focused on preparing themselves for the next phase of this journey in 2019, where they will guide the rest of the teachers to facilitate discussions on contemporary issues in the classroom.

Singapore-Thailand Enhanced Partnership

From 1 to 7 July 2018, selected Newtowners and teachers welcomed and hosted the Thai students and teachers from Benchamarachuthit Chanthaburi School. The Thai contingent was led by the Vice-Director of the school, Mrs Kanogton Wongcha.

Other than collaborating and overcoming interesting but challenging activities in the first three days of camp, the Thai guests were also given the opportunity to immerse themselves in the vibrant culture of Singapore by visiting heritage sites on the HiPPO Classic Trolley Tour and feasting on local food at Maxwell Food Centre.

The highlight of the exchange programme was undoubtedly the hosting of the Thai students by Newtowners and their families. Their warm and generous reception signalled that true friendships know no boundaries.
Racial Harmony Day Commemoration

Racial Harmony Day was commemorated on 17 July 2018. Befitting the theme of Diversity Our Strength, many stories of how Singapore has drawn strength from the different races and ethnicities were shared.

During the assembly programme, Emma Melissa Bte Daud (3N6) recounted how she mastered Chinese dance with the help of her friends and drove home the message that Singaporeans can make the best out of the nation’s cultural diversity. The racial turmoil in Myanmar was also highlighted as an example of how the peace and harmony of a society could be easily destroyed by prejudice.

This year, the Parent Support Group got the students to write messages urging solidarity among races on cards which were shaped like hands. These cards were then put together to form the image of a tree on a banner. The banner is hung prominently in the school canteen to remind everyone that racial harmony lies in our hands.

National Day Celebration

The National Day Celebration kicked off with the Boomerang Challenge, which required each class to create a video representing people in Singapore overcoming challenges together with the Boomerang application.

The Secondary Four and Five students also went through the National Service (NS) Engagement Talk fronted by the Vice-Principal, Mr Gideon Yong, and alumnus, Major Sin Zhenrui. Mr Yong and Major Sin shared the importance of NS and urged the students to embark on their NS journey with a receptive mindset.

The assembly programme saw several highlights from the Observance Ceremony to the invigorating performances from the Guzheng Ensemble, Ethnic Fusion Dance and Chinese Contemporary Dance. Finally, National Day songs were sung to two stop motion videos produced by the Secondary Two students, as well as a montage of every class’ Boomerang videos.
School Events

Teachers’ Day Celebration

Teachers’ Day was celebrated on 30 August 2018. Groups of students put up a variety of performances and had the audience laughing and cheering throughout the concert organised by the student leaders. Members of the staff sportingly participated in the game segment, showing their physical and mental prowess as they challenged one another to score points for the level they represented.

The theme for the Teachers’ Day Lunch was Family, and the staff responded with gusto. There was British royalty, heavily guarded by Man In Black, mingling with kampong folks in sarongs before lunch was served at the Kent Ridge Guild House. Overaged students dressed in blue and white joined the family of emotions who turned up with their faces painted in rainbow hues. Everyone had a great time, either participating in the games, cheering their teammates on or simply enjoying the fellowship.

Parenting Talks

The school has partnered the Ministry of Social and Family Development to organise a series of parenting talks. The objectives of the talks are to equip parents with tools to better manage their children and strategies to foster meaningful relationships with them.

In the first semester, the school organised talks which focussed on managing transition from Primary Six to Secondary One, as well as discussed discipline strategies which struck a balance between giving freedom and setting boundaries. More recently, the talk, Raising A Motivated Child, was conducted to identify the root causes of an unmotivated child and to use the right parenting approach to set appropriate goals and rules.

Parents who attended the talks have given positive feedback, often citing a better understanding of their children’s behaviour. The school would like to encourage interested parents to email the Family Matters @ School Coordinator, Ms Cindy Yong, at yong_wan_phin@moe.edu.sg to sign up for future talks.
Think Green, Live Green

Environmental Education and Efforts in New Town Secondary School

According to the National Environment Agency, Singaporeans disposed 576,000 tonnes of paper and cardboard and 763,400 tonnes of plastics in 2017 in addition to other types of waste. The country’s landfill island, Pulau Semakau, which was created in 1999 and extended in 2015, will only have enough space to meet Singapore’s waste disposal needs until at most 2035. So how do Newtowners better support Singapore’s initiative in creating a zero-waste Singapore and its environmental sustainability efforts?

In New Town Secondary School, the students have gone beyond recycling and moved on to upcycling of unwanted items for the purpose of reducing waste. The students have transformed old carton boxes into book shelves to store books and files in the classrooms, turned empty toilet rolls and paper cups into pencil holders, and created tote bags and beverage coasters from old T-shirts.

Since the establishment of Environmental Education as one of the school’s signature programmes in 2005, going green has become an integral part of daily life at New Town Secondary School. The students made sure that they turned off the lights and fans when they left the classrooms and the staff consumed their food in the canteen instead of packing their food using plastic disposables.

In the Humanities and Science curriculum, the students discussed current environmental issues like climate change, energy conservation as well as ways to save the trees and minimise food wastage. They also wrote reflections and drew posters to articulate their thoughts. Besides environment-focused discussions, the students ventured on field trips to Sungei Ulu Pandan and East Coast Park to learn about human impacts on water quality and the importance of water conservation.
At the school level, Earth Day is commemorated yearly to widen the students’ knowledge of the environment and how to be more green through talks and skit performances by the Green Guardians. Other recent initiatives included creating a solar-powered air-conditioner, students pledging to save water in support of the Singapore World Water Day, tracking the biodiversity in school as well as participating in community-based activities such as litter picking and spreading the message of dengue prevention in housing estates with the community leaders.

In recognition of its efforts in environmental projects and participation in external activities to promote Singapore’s environment sustainability, New Town Secondary School has received accreditations which included the Gold Award from Green Schools @ South West since 2015 and the Lotus Sustained Achievement Award for seven consecutive years from the Singapore Environment Council from 2011 to 2017.
Indoor Sports Hall

The construction of the Indoor Sports Hall (ISH) started in May 2017 and would be completed by October 2018.

The provision of the ISH broadens the students’ Co-Curricular Activities (CCA) experience by encouraging more students to take up competitive sports CCA and greater mass participation in rugged activities by the rest of the students.

The ISH would consist of fully sheltered basketball courts at the ground level and a sports hall with a spectators’ gallery on the second level. The school looks forward to the additional safe and conducive facilities for Physical Education lessons and CCAs, as well as the Fitness Corner beside the ISH which will provide additional venues for the students to exercise.

Graduation Ceremony

The theme song of this year’s Graduation Ceremony, Forever Friends, was chosen by the Peer Support Leaders. Befitting the occasion, the song celebrates the bonds the students had forged with one another, the teaching and the non-teaching staff. It was thus appropriate that in the customary appreciation video, the students thanked the security team, the bookshop vendor and the canteen stall vendors who had seen them through their formative years, alongside the teachers.

Adding to the familial atmosphere, the Guest-of-Honour, Dr Wong Woon Kwong, is a school alumnus and now an educator himself. Dr Wong encouraged his juniors to prepare well for the upcoming examinations and beyond. The school wishes every graduating Newtowner the very best in their future endeavours!
National Cadet Corps

For the first time, the National Cadet Corps (NCC) collaborated with the Girl Guides to share their knowledge on the various knot-tying techniques with NCC cadets from another school. The students had a fun time interacting with one another and the knowledge they acquired would be useful in future similar courses.

The NCC is also proud to announce that Glenn Teo Yi Jun (4E2) was presented with the West Zone NCC Outstanding Cadet Award.

National Police Cadet Corps

The Competition Final for the National Police Cadet Corps (NPCC) Inter-Unit Campcraft Competition was held on 3 March 2018. With great pride, the NPCC would like to share that the school’s Girls Team achieved third position out of 119 teams and the Boys Team emerged champion out of 141 teams. This is a testament to the tremendous efforts put in by the NPCC cadets during the three months of intensive training.

Girl Guides

For the Hostess Proficiency Badge, the Girl Guides were tasked to budget for and plan a meal for the Girl Guides Luncheon. The objective was to serve as good hosts to their seniors and teachers. The girls cooked their meals outdoors and served their guests a variety of creative and delicious cuisines. They also put up song performances for their guests. Through the activities, the girls learned the importance of thriftiness, hospitality and teamwork.

Scouts

On 14 July 2018, the Scouts picked up field cooking skills to equip them with the necessary survival skills in preparation for the National Patrol Camp Competition.

In addition, seven Scouts were selected to join the Japan Camporee organised by North and West Area Scouts at Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan, in December last year. During the ten-day trip, the boys interacted with the Japanese Scouts, and learned about Japanese culture and technology. They were also given the rare chance to visit the air base in Hamamatsu.
Badminton

The Badminton Team has been training hard for the National School Games Badminton Championships 2018 since last year. Despite the many strong opponents in the West Zone, the players approached each game with tenacity and grit, seizing learning opportunities in every match that they played.

The ‘C’ Division girls have done the school proud by qualifying for the second round in the West Zone games. Their outstanding performance was an incredible feat as most of them started playing badminton competitively only in Secondary One. Their attribute to success is not sheer luck but the product of their hard work and determination to excel.

Basketball

With a focus on the development of the members of the Basketball Team through both weekly training sessions and tournaments, the school has engaged more coaches and also sent more members of the team for competitions. This year, the members of the Basketball Team have gained greater exposure through competitions such as the ActiveSG-BAS Developmental League 2018 and the Singapore American School Tip and Rip Invitational 2018.

Football

2018 began with the Football Team welcoming a bumper crop of 15 new members. The team soon started their competitive campaign and spectators were treated to a rollercoaster ride of thrills and spills. The team’s resilience was displayed as they mustered a number of comeback victories in the process. A recapture of the school’s Cross-Country title and participation at the inaugural Football Association of Singapore Under 14 Inter-School Futsal Competition capped off an exciting year.

Table Tennis

The ‘B’ Division boys from the Table Tennis Team participated in the Table Tennis West Zone Championships 2018 for the first time. The boys were initially fearful, but when the competition started, the sense of fear was replaced by excitement from the rush of adrenaline. The team fought fiercely but fell short by one match in the group stage. “Though we are disappointed, we will celebrate each other’s wins and losses and will keep these memorable moments in our hearts,” Liew Chen Hui Braun (3E2), the Captain of the ‘B’ Division boys, summed up for the team.
Co-Curricular Activities

Media and Communication Club

2018 marked an exciting new year for the Media and Communication Club, which saw the coming together of the Audio Visual Aids (AVA) and Photography Club with the Infocomm Club. All the members were inducted with the fundamentals of photography, videography and AVA skills. The senior members specialised in their areas of interest and supported the school with media coverage at events. The club also represented the school at national conferences such as the Canon Youth Photo Challenge and the National Anti-Drug Abuse Video Campaign.

Art Club (Painting and Manga)

The Art Club is pleased to share the achievements of the following students in the annual Draw My Stamp Story Art Competition organised by the Singapore Philatelic Museum.

Gold – Wong Cze Wei Zovy (3E3)
Silver – Lee Xin Jie (3E3)
Bronze – Waiyen Tang (1E2)

This semester, the Painting Club members studied the artist, Trisha Adams, to observe and learn about her painting style. The students were tasked to recreate her paintings and they would be curating an exhibition at the school’s Art Gallery at the end of the year.

The Secondary Two and Three Manga Club members also embarked on a fashion design and illustration workshop where they turned their creative ideas into wearable art pieces. The skills they picked up helped them better visualise and illustrate clothes on their manga characters.

Softball

The sport of Softball aims to instil discipline, tenacity and ruggedness into Newtowners. The girls train regularly to reach their goals, and they come to understand that nothing can be achieved without discipline and hard work, values which they also apply in their studies. In addition, the girls get to keep fit and healthy, and strive to uphold the Softball Team’s motto of Nothing but the Best!

On 17 August 2018, four members of the Library Club received the Silver Award in the National Stamp Collecting Competition 2018 organised by the Singapore Philatelic Museum, supported by the Ministry of Education. The members submitted a 16-page research paper and used a variety of stamps and philatelic materials to showcase the topic of their choice. Their winning entry was exhibited at The Plaza, National Library for public viewing. The competition has honed the members’ thinking skills, writing skills and creativity.
Chinese Contemporary Dance

The members of the Chinese Contemporary Dance are disciplined and resilient as they strive to show their best for every performance. A number of performances were staged this year including the Secondary One Orientation, Chinese New Year Celebration, Commendation Day and National Day Celebration.

As dancers, the common aspiration is to be able to shine on stage. Many hours were spent to ensure that the dance movements were perfected and executed with energy and precision.

Ethnic Fusion Dance

The Ethnic Fusion Dance was invited to perform at the National Day Observance Ceremony organised by the Telok Blangah Community Club on 12 August 2018. The ceremony which was graced by the former Minister for Trade, Mr Lim Hng Kiang, brought the residents together to celebrate Singapore’s 53rd National Day. The dancers exhibited the true spirit of unity in diversity as students of all ethnic backgrounds danced alongside in harmony.

Guzheng Ensemble

The Guzheng Ensemble was invited to perform during the school’s National Day Celebration. They showcased two energetic pieces, 权御天下 and 茉莉花 to enliven and enchant the audience. This was also the first time that the Secondary One members shared their talent in front of the school.

Concert Band

2018 has been a memorable year for the Concert Band, as the members gained experience by performing in school during the Co-Curricular Activities Open House and Commendation Day, and at The Clementi Mall for Chinese New Year. The members also had the opportunity to witness the biennial Singapore Youth Festival (SYF) 2018 Arts Presentation at the Singapore Indoor Stadium. The first semester concluded with a Day Camp during which the members’ musicianship was developed.
Staff Training on Singapore Teaching Practice

New Town Secondary School continues to engage the teachers in conversation about the Singapore Teaching Practice (STP). After the engagement and training sessions in 2017, the teachers embarked on projects during the timetabled Professional Development sessions. These projects leverage on the resources on the STP website, and teams selected teaching areas to focus on to better engage their students.

On 20 June 2018, the Staff Development Committee organised a one-day workshop to link the STP to existing frameworks, introduce a Reflective Practice Model and provide a platform for Professional Learning Teams to share the progress of their projects.

Mr James Tan (Senior Teacher/ Physics) and Mdm Rosnah Ghazali (Senior Teacher/ Social Studies) showed how the STP, which is a Singapore model, is linked to the Pedagogical Content Knowledge Framework, which is a framework known to educators worldwide.

Mdm Kasumawati Wansi (Senior Teacher/ Malay Language) and Mr Kalidass Jayaraman (Senior Teacher/ Art) led the teachers in activities that highlighted the importance of reflection. They then introduced the Reflective Practice Model for the school, based on Borton’s Model of Reflection.

Finally, the Professional Learning Teams shared their progress in a break-out session, and practised using the Reflective Practice Model to improve on their projects. Four teams then shared their reflections in a common session before the programme ended with a buffet lunch.

School Emergency Table Top Training and Exercise

To better prepare for emergencies, the school held the Table Top Training and Exercise on 23 May and 20 June 2018 respectively to achieve the following objectives.

• To better understand and effectively execute the sequence of activities during emergencies.
• To effectively communicate with internal and external agencies during emergencies.
• To practise the work processes, communication and coordination amongst the emergency groups.

The simulated scenarios in the exercise involved a lock-down and an evacuation to an external holding area. All the heads and members of the emergency groups executed their roles well during the exercise. There was a debrief at the end of the exercise for the school leaders and staff to share their observations and learning points. The exercise has improved the competency and confidence of the participants to work well as a team during emergencies.
International Conference on Teaching and Learning of Chinese as a Second Language

The school’s Chinese teachers were invited to present their teaching projects at the 5th International Conference on Teaching and Learning of Chinese as a Second Language. The two projects, titled "以引导式提问为评价标准的中一记叙文写作教学" and "以仿写的方式促进中二学生记叙文写作", aim to level up the writing skills of lower secondary students. It was a privilege for the Chinese Unit to be given the opportunity to share their teaching strategies and assessment practices with local as well as overseas educators.

Our Schools, Our Stories Photo Contest

This year saw the inaugural launch of the Our Schools, Our Stories Photo Contest. The objective of the competition was to bring to light the vibrant school life that students in Singapore experience.

The school is proud to share that one of our teachers, Mr Matthew Kwan, received the Honourable Mention Award for the theme of "Ordinary School Day, Extraordinary School Life". His work, along with those of the other awardees, will be part of a roving exhibition. Be sure to catch the exhibition at the Jurong Regional Library this November and at the Tampines Regional Library this December!

Ministry of Education Service Excellence Award

Congratulations to Mdm Jenny Wee and Mdm Tina Tay for receiving the Ministry of Education Service Excellence Award (MSEA) Silver!

The MSEA recognises staff who are passionate in their service delivery, consistently serve internal and external customers with Courtesy, Accessibility, Responsiveness and Effectiveness (C.A.R.E.), and inspire their colleagues to do likewise.

New Staff

(From left to right): Ms Chan Lai Ying (Administration Manager), Ms Chan Zhong Yi Zoe, Ms Ng Gek Hooi, Ms Yap Sze Hui Stella.

Publications Committee

Mrs Cheryl Goh (Chairperson), Ms Lai Chiu Shuan, Mrs Sandra Maria Gomes, Ms Lui Hui Xian Cynthia, Mr Ronald Wee